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The filibuster arguably
served a useful function when it allowed the minority to block action in extraordinary cases
where its views were especially intense. It became no longer tolerable when it became a
routine barrier to Senate action. Last week, the Senate abolished filibusters for nominations
(except the Supreme Court). What does this mean for environmental regulation?
The vote last week was along party lines. Yet, although Republicans are protesting loudly, I
wonder whether it was in reality a bipartisan outcome in the sense that neither side really
wanted to keep the existing practice. If the Republicans had really wanted to avoid the
“nuclear option,” all they needed to do was to confirm one out of the three judicial
nominees. The fact that they weren’t willing to bend even that much makes me wonder
about their strategy. Maybe they were happy for the Democrats to take the blame for
curtailing the filibuster, given that the Republicans expect to have a Senate majority a year
from now.
In the short run, at least, EPA and other environmental agencies will benefit by having a
more sympathetic bench and by filling executive branch positions that have been blocked by
the threat of filibuster. In the long run, whenever the same party controls both the Senate
and the White House, it will have more ability to control judicial and executive nominations.
This will favor environmentalists if that party is the Democrats; industry when that party is
the Republicans.
A bigger question is whether the filibuster will survive when applied to legislation and
Supreme Court nominations. Filibusters of lower court judges were historically unusual, for
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a simple reason: no single lower court judge has that much national impact. If they want to,
Senate Republicans can probably push the Democrats in taking further steps to limit the
filibuster by refusing to allow any legislation to come to the floor, even when it has
bipartisan support on the merits. Republicans could justify this as a “protest” against
abolition of the filibuster for executive branch and lower court nominees. On the other hand,
it’s possible that both sides will decide that they want to preserve legislature filibuster. If so,
we could so a compromise reinstating the norm of reserving it for extraordinary occasions.
As always, the future is unclear, but complete abolition of the filibuster is a definite
prospect. I have come to think that this would probably be a good idea. People talk about
preserving “minority’s rights” via the filibuster. But the very existence of the Senate
preserves minority rights — remember that Montana has about the same number of people
at San Jose but the same number of Senators as California. In this sense, the Senate is
profoundly anti-democratic. We don’t need to make it even more anti-democratic with the
filibuster rule.
What would be the effects of eliminating the filibuster completely? Of course, much of the
time, we are likely to have divided government and periods of relative calm even without the
filibuster. But abolishing the filibuster completely would raise the potential for sharp
changes in policy during periods of one-party control of government. That may be bad for
the environment if it allows major rollbacks of existing legislation when the GOP controls
the government. On the other hand, when Democrats are in control, we would have a much
greater chance of seeing national legislation on climate change and strengthening of
existing environmental legislation. A decrease in stability isn’t good, but it may be the
price of reducing the high barriers that prevent electoral majorities from changing policy.
ADDENDUM
In case you’re interested, the Washington Post has posted a map that shows what the states
would look like if we have fifty states with equal populations. The contrast with the existing
states tells you something about how unequal state populations are today:

